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Western Bean Cutworm Flight Surges, Egg Hatch is Underway

Authors: Christian Krupke and John Obermeyer

The western bean cutworm (WBC) trapping season continues, and after
a slow start, moth flights have surged in many northern Indiana county
traps this past week. With warm temperatures continuing, egg
development and hatch will happen within about 6-8 days after they are
first placed by females. This will give little time for egg scouting, and
unfortunately larval scouting is more difficult, less reliable and time-
consuming. In other words, some larvae have hatched and have already
infested corn and for those just looking for egg masses beginning now,
they will likely be underestimating the population.

Newly hatched larvae immediately crawl into the whorl of pre-tassel corn for
protection.

However, it is not too late. This sudden flurry of moth activity is likely
the key period for egg-laying, as the vast majority of WBC eggs will be
laid over the next 2 weeks. Use moth trap catches and recent field
histories as your guide for prioritizing scouting areas – unlike
armyworms and black cutworms, these moths don’t usually travel great
distances before laying eggs. As you view the “Western Bean Cutworm
Adult Pheromone Trap Report”, notice the variability of moth captures,
even within close proximity of each other. Although the relationship
between trap catches and damage is not particularly strong (i.e., high
trap counts does not always mean high damage), traps are a good
timing mechanism and presence/absence indicator. When they spike
suddenly, it’s time to scout…for many that is right now, today.

Pre-tassel corn is preferred by egg-laying females. Research conducted
at the University of Nebraska has shown that larvae survive best in late

whorl stage corn. This is likely because this synchronizes their
development with the onset of pollen shed, and pollen is a key, high-
protein food source for young larvae before they move into corn ears.

 

Once pollination has begun, finding small western bean cutworm in the leaf axils is
difficult. Do you see the 3 different sized larvae in this axil?

Scouting should begin once moths are being captured each night. In
five different areas of a field, inspect 20 consecutive plants for egg
masses which are laid on the upper surface of the top leaves of corn
and/or larvae that may have hatched and crawled to the whorl and
begun to feed. Usually the newest, vertical leaf is the best place to look
for egg masses. Young larvae need pollen to survive, and female moths
are most attracted to cornfields that are just about to pollinate. Moths
will lay eggs on whorl stage corn when pre-tassel/pollinating corn is not
available. Larvae may initially be found in leaf axils, feeding on pollen
that has accumulated there and can still be controlled with insecticides
that reach down into these areas, but only for a short time. After this
they move into the plant itself via the silks and are invulnerable after
that. Remember that this pest is resistant to the Cry1F insecticidal trait
– this is found in the vast majority of “traited corn” planted in the state.
So scouting and timely insecticide applications where needed are a
must for most producers in WBC’s zone of infestation, primarily the
northern tier of counties in Indiana.

VIDEO: Scouting Western Bean Cutworm Post-Whorl Corn:
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Leafhopper Populations Booming

Authors: Christian Krupke and John Obermeyer

Populations of potato leafhopper continue to plague alfalfa fields
throughout the state. Undoubtedly, the extended warm temperatures
have contributed to this population explosion.

Producers are encouraged to inspect new growth soon after cutting for
potato leafhopper; this is when alfalfa is most susceptible to feeding,
leading to reduced yields and protein levels.  Remember, once
yellowing/reddish “hopper burn” is seen, the damage has already been
done.  Leafhopper control must happen before this point! Please refer to
Alfalfa Insect Control Recommendations.

The potato leafhopper damage is already done to this alfalfa cutting.
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2018 Western Bean Cutworm Pheromone Trap Report

 

County Cooperator

WBC Trapped
Wk 1
6/21/18-
6/27/18

Wk 2
6/28/18-
7/4/18

Wk 3
7/5/18-
7/11/18

Wk
4

Wk
5

Wk
6

Wk
7

Adams Roe/Mercer Landmark 0 0 0
Allen Anderson/Syngenta 0 9
Allen Gynn/Southwind Farms 0 0 5
Allen Kneubuhler/G&K Concepts 0 0 9
BartholomewBush/Pioneer Hybrids 0 1 0
Clay Bower/Ceres Solutions/Clay

City 0 1 0

Clay Bower/Ceres
Solutions/Bowling Green 0 0 0

Clay Bower/Ceres
Solutions/Brazil 0 0 0

Clinton Emanuel/Boone Co. CES 3 0 0
Clinton Foster/Rossville 10 0
Daviess Venard/Venard Agri-

Consulting/Washington 0 0

Daviess Venard/Venard Agri-
Consulting/Elnora 0 0

DeKalb Hoffman/ATA Solutions 0 1 11
Dubois Eck/Dubois Co. CES 0 0 0
Elkhart Kauffman/Crop Tech Inc. 6 3 58
Fayette Schelle/Falmouth Farm

Supply Inc. 0 1 0
Fountain Mroczkiewicz/Syngenta 12 196 18
Fulton Jenkins/Ceres

Solutions/Talma 3 0 26
Fulton Randstead/Ceres Solutions 0 34 61
Greene Venard/Venard Agri-

Consulting 0 0
Hamilton Campbell/Beck’s Hybrids 0 0 2
Hendricks Nicholson/Nicholson

Consulting 0 7 2
Jasper Overstreet/Jasper Co. CES 0 0 4
Jasper Ritter/Brodbeck Seeds 10 69
Jay Boyer/Davis PAC 1 0
Jay Shrack/Ran-Del Agri

Services 0 1 0
Jay Temple/Jay Co. CES/Redkey
Jay Temple/Jay Co.

CES/Pennville 0 0 0
Jennings Bauerle/SEPAC 0 0 0
Knox Bower/Ceres

Solutions/Freelandville 0 0 0

Knox Bower/Ceres
Solutions/Vincennes 0 0 0

Kosciusko Klotz/Etna Green 5 1 44
Lake Kleine 2 1
Lake Moyer/Dekalb

Hybrids/Shelby 0 4 52

Lake Moyer/Dekalb
Hybrids/Scheider 5 23 207

LaPorte Rocke/Agri-Mgmt.
Solutions/Wanatah 1 3 22

LaPorte Smith/Co-Alliance,
LLP/South Center 0 7 96

LaPorte Smith/Co-Alliance,
LLP/Lacrosse 4 8 106

LaPorte Smith/Co-Alliance,
LLP/Union Mills 8 17 204

Marshall Harrell/Harrell Ag
Services/Plymouth 0 12 36

Marshall Harrell/Harrell Ag
Services/Bremen 0 4 24

Marshall Klotz/Nappanee 6 11 278
Marshall Miller/Ceres

Solutions/Plymouth 2 85 80

Marshall Smith/Co-Alliance,
LLP/Argos 7 32 273

Miami Early/Pioneer Hybrids 4 26 116
Montgomery Delp/Nicholson Consulting 0 0 3
Newton Moyer/Dekalb Hybrids/Lake

Village 1 5 75
Porter Tragesser/PPAC 2 11 61
Posey Schmitz/Posey Co.

CES/Cynthiana 0 0 0

Posey Schmitz/Posey Co. CES/St.
Phillips W 0 0 1

Pulaski Capouch/M&R Ag Services 7 42
Pulaski Leman/Ceres Solutions 5 3 14
Putnam Nicholson/Nicholson

Consulting 0 1 0
Randolph Boyer/DPAC 1 3
Rush Schelle/Falmouth Farm

Supply Inc. 0 0 0
Shelby Fisher/Shelby County Co-op0 0 0
Shelby Simpson/Simpson Farms 1 1 0
St. Joseph Barry/Helena 1 5 46
St. Joseph Battles/Mishawaka 0 0 28
St. Joseph Carbiener/Breman 0 0 10
St. Joseph Smith/Co-Alliance,

LLP/Granger 3 53 196

St. Joseph Smith/Co-Alliance, LLP/New
Carlisle 1 3 11

Starke Capouch/Medaryville 2 11
Starke Smith/Co-Alliance,

LLP/Hamlet 9 34 233

Sullivan Bower/Ceres
Solutions/Farmersburg 0 0 0

Sullivan Bower/Ceres
Solutions/Sullivan 0 3 0

Tippecanoe Bower/Ceres
Solutions/Lafayette 4 56 20

Tippecanoe Nagel/Ceres Solutions 0 4 15
Tippecanoe Obermeyer/Purdue

Entomology 0 0 0

Tippecanoe Westerfeld/Monsanto
Research Farm 6

Tipton Campbell/Beck’s Hybrids 0 0 0
Vermillion Bower/Ceres

Solutions/Clinton 0 0 0
Wabash Enyeart/Ceres Solutions 0 0 2
Whitley Boyer,

Richards/NEPAC/Schrader 3 3 31

Whitley Boyer,
Richards/NEPAC/Kyler 0 0 16

* = Intensive Capture…this occurs when 9 or more moths are caught
over a 2-night period
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What is the Latest on the Dicamba Situation?

Authors:  Bill Johnson and Joe Ikley

As most of you are aware, we are monitoring the dicamba and Xtend
soybean situation fairly closely. There have been a number of articles in
the press recently regarding drift complaints and acreage affected in
other states. The purpose of this article is to provide an update on the
official drift complaint situation here in Indiana and let you know how to
proceed if you want to participate in the data collection process, but not
file an official drift complaint with the Office of the Indiana State
Chemist.

The Office of the Indiana State Chemist has indicated that the overall
number of drift complaints (all herbicides), and complaints related to
dicamba are tracking ahead of last year’s pace. As of Friday, July 6th,
OISC had 135 drift complaints with 50 suspected to be related to
dicamba.  Last year on this date, OISC had 111, with 26 dicamba
suspects.  Given that almost all the soybeans in the state now are past
cut off stage for dicamba, we assume that dicamba applications in
Indiana should have ceased. However, with the number of weedy fields
we have observed throughout the state, we suspect spraying will
continue despite the fact that these applications are beyond the cutoff
date on the label.  For those of you that came to winter training,
remember that it takes 14 to 21 days for injury symptoms to show up.
So, there could be continued development of symptoms on sensitive
vegetation like non-extend beans and other sensitive species. We
suspect that the number of complaints (official and unofficial) and
samples submitted to our Plant Pest Diagnostic Lab will continue to roll
in for at least a couple of more weeks.

The University of Missouri weed science program is surveying soybean
and cotton producing states every two weeks or so for updates on
number of drift complaints filed with regulatory agencies, and estimates
of dicamba damage to soybeans and other sensitive species. To view
the latest report, see this website:
https://ipm.missouri.edu/IPCM/2018/6/dicambaInjuryUpdate/

If you are interested in contributing data to this report, we (Purdue
Weed Science) are surveying our Purdue Extension ANR Educators
every couple of weeks for information from their counties. If you contact
one of the educators with information, they will relay the information to
us and we will submit it to the University of Missouri personnel.

However, if you have vegetation (soybean or other sensitive species)
that has been damaged by herbicides and you want to file an official
complaint, then you need to contact the Office of the Indiana State
chemist.

Unusually Long Silks in Corn
Author: Bob Nielsen

The other day, one of the patrons of Rudy’s Bar and Grill walks in with
an ear of corn that exhibited long, flowing locks of blonde silks tumbling
down the sides of the husk leaves and asked two questions: “Why are
the silks so long?” and “Do such long silks bode ill for the success of
corn pollination?” Well, maybe the 2nd question was couched in more
earthy terms, but you get the drift.

Both questions suggest that the guy has some experience thinking
about sex in a corn field and understands that silks are the functional
stigmas of the female flowers of a corn plant. Each silk connects to an
individual ovule (potential kernel) and must be pollinated in order for

fertilization of the ovule to occur and a kernel develop. The guy also
seems to know that emerged silks are typically only 2 to 3 inches long;
not 6 to 9 inches long like those on the ear he brought in.
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 Silks begin elongating from the ovules near the base of an ear shoot
sometime around leaf stage V12 to V14, followed by silk elongation
from the remaining ovules of the ear shoot, sequentially from base to
tip of ear. The silks from ovules from the lower third of the cob are
typically the first to emerge through the husk leaves; followed
sequentially by the remaining silks over a 4 to 8 day period.

Emerged silks initially lengthen from 1 to 2 inches per day, but then
slow over the next few days due to natural aging or the inhibition
caused by “captured” pollen grains as they germinate and initiate
pollen tubes that penetrate the silk and elongate toward the ovule. The
latter inhibition of silk elongation occurs within about 12 hours of
pollination, if not earlier.

If no pollen is available, silk elongation will continue but eventually
slows to a stop within about 9 days after emergence, the result of which
is indeed longer than expected silks. Traditionally we agronomists point
to the effects of severe drought stress that often speeds up tassel
maturation and pollen shed, but delays silk emergence. Hence, when
silks finally emerge from the husks, pollen shed may already be finished
and no pollen available for the silks.

Most of us “gray beard” agronomists were taught that full tassel
emergence (growth stage VT) often occurred 2 to 3 days before the first
emergence of silks (growth stage R1). In fact, the verbatim definition of
the VT stage from Ritchie et al. (1993) was that “The VT stage is
initiated when the last branch of the tassel is completely visible and the
silks have not yet emerged.” Furthermore, pollen shed often began
before or just at the timing of silk emergence.

Corn field aficionados will tell you that the timing of tassel emergence /
pollen shed / silk emergence has changed somewhat in some of today’s
hybrids. In my own demo plots at the Purdue Crop Diagnostic Training &
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Research Center, it is not uncommon for silks to begin emerging before
the tips of the tassels are evident from the upper leaf whorl. Sometimes
pollen shed begins 2 to 4 days AFTER the initial emergence of silks from
the ear husks. Such early silk emergence in modern hybrids is partially
due to genetic improvement for drought tolerance that decreases the
risk of delayed silk emergence in the presence of drought stress. This
more robust silk elongation can result in unusually early silk emergence
when growing conditions are more favorable (personal communication,
K. Cavanaugh, Becks Hybrids).

Relatively cool temperatures, cloudy weather, and ample soil moisture
promote sustained silk elongation. Coupled with hybrids that may silk
one or more days prior to pollen shed from the tassel, silk lengths can
become quite impressive.

Can there be a downside to such wonderfully long, voluptuous,
silky………..silks? Well, yes, kernel set near the base of the cob may fail
if the initial emerged silks deteriorate enough prior to pollen shed that
they become non-receptive. Kernel set near the butt end of the cob
may also fail if later-emerging silks from higher up on the ear “shade”
or otherwise obstruct the initial emerged silks from “capturing” pollen.
The images below illustrate the potential for non-pollinated areas near
the base of the cob in a hybrid that silked several days prior to the
beginning of pollen shed.

In the past week or two, I have seen a number of corn fields with
noticeably lengthy silks and, often, tassels not yet shedding pollen.
Because this phenomenon can result in poor kernel set, and lower grain
yield, it may behoove you to check fields soon for the success of
pollination and kernel set.
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Unusually long silks.

 

The images below illustrate another example of unusually lengthy silks
from the same hybrid, but with only minor kernel set problems. Thus,
the existence of unusually long silks by themselves do not automatically
result in poor kernel set.

Bottom Line?
While unusually long silks are, well, unusual, don’t get overly
pessimistic about the prospects of poor kernel set as a consequence.
Time spent now walking fields during the early stages of grain fill may
help provide an overview of the extent of the problem if any.
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Total Precipitation July 5-11, 2018.
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Average Temperature Departure from Mean July 3-9, 2018
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